Summer 2024 Language Exchange

Apply before the deadline

Get paired with a native speaker

Practice a new language!

Applications will close at 11:59 PM PT on Monday, July 15th.

intlprograms@saonet.ucla.edu
The program connects language learners together to improve their conversation skills and meet people from around the world. Language Exchange is open to members of the UCLA community and all language levels!
1. Apply for the Program

All members of the UCLA community are welcome to apply. Applications will close on Tuesday, January 16th, 2024. You will be notified if we have found you a Language Exchange partner on a rolling basis. Apply here!

2. Connect

We will introduce you to your partner via email. You will have the option to conduct your exchange either completely virtually or in a hybrid format (both virtually and in-person) through means agreed upon by you and your partner, such as Zoom or Skype. Additionally, we will do our best to pair you with a virtual partner in a similar time zone, but we cannot guarantee it.

3. Meet & Chat

Meet virtually or in-person once a week and spend up to one hour speaking in your native language and up to another hour speaking in the language you’re learning.
What languages are available?

We will do our best to match you with a Language Exchange partner, but please note that the following language pairs have high demand:

- Chinese speaker requesting an English speaker
- Korean speaker requesting an English speaker
- English speaker requesting a Spanish speaker
- English speaker requesting a French speaker

How do I Apply?

To apply for the Language Exchange please use our link in BIO or scan the QR code below:
Language Exchange
Summer 2024

APPLY before the deadline
GET PAIRED with a native speaker
PRACTICE a new language!

Application closes 11:59 PM PT, Monday, July 15th, 2024
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